enced" by the second generation, it is clear that there is no vertical-linear cause and effect relationship between the traumatic event and its representation. Rather, I contend that fantasy plays a central role in the formation of traumatic memories. 5 Eytan Fox's Israeli film Walk on Water (2004) well illustrates this idea. The film is a Holocaust second-generation male fantasy that endeavors to restage and repair the traumas that shaped the Israeli heterosexual male subjectivity by displacing them to a form of primal fantasy. 6 The phantasmatic restaging of the traumas enables the film to ensure their containment and imagined recovery and thus protects itself from the horror that these traumas evoke and from the present violence still being committed. In this sense, both the film and its protagonist are traumatized-both attempt to forget what must inevitably be remembered.
The film should be understood within the context of the Zionist desire for a new Jewish masculinity. Zionism was not only a political and ideological project but also a sexual one. The liberation of the Jews and creation of a new nation were closely intertwined with a longing for the redemption and normalization of the Jewish male body. In the fin de siècle anti-Semitic scientificmedical discourse, the male Jewish body was associated with disease, madness, degeneracy, sexual perversity, femininity, and homosexuality. The Zionist movement was intent on transforming the very nature of European Jewish masculinity as it was perceived to have existed in the Diaspora. Israeli films expressed this national desire for "Jewry of Muscles" through various visual and narrative tropes, enforcing the image of the hypermasculine colonialist-explorer and militaristic nation-builder, an image dependent on the repudiation of the "feminine" within men. 7 Walk on Water reflects this sexual politics. The phantasmatic displacement of the trauma ultimately serves the film to reconstruct the normative Israeli masculinity and to reaffirm and perpetuate Zionist sexual and national norms.
This version of Jewish militaristic masculinity had violent and discriminatory consequences especially for the Palestinian population. The film attempts to tie the traumatic story of the Holocaust second generation to the trauma of the Palestinian Other. This may lead, therefore, to the encounter with the Other, through the very possibility of listening to the Other's wound. However, the film does not take this challenge and eventually appropriates and incorporates the Palestinian loss in favor of reconstruction of Israeli national masculinity. Indeed, the film refuses to deal with the tragic pain and loss on both sides of the national barrier. It shuts itself inside an insulated phantasmatic bubble, blind to the violent reality outside.
Recasting Primal Scenes
In the opening sequence of Walk on Water, Eyal, an Israeli Mossad agent, is disguised as an innocent tourist aboard a ferry crossing the Bosphoros Strait, which connects Europe and the Middle East. He is tracking the activ-ity of a Hamas activist, Abu-Ibrahim, who is vacationing in Turkey with his wife and young son. The Palestinian boy notices the foreigner observing him, turns around and smiles at him. Eyal returns the smile. A bond is formed between the two. The mother scolds her son for his lack of manners, ordering him to look ahead. However, the boy's curiosity increases, and he gazes at Eyal once more. This time the father reprimands his son more harshly, but not before turning his own suspicious gaze toward the uninvited voyeur. Eyal leaves them, enters the bathroom and removes a hypodermic syringe from his pocket. He proceeds to follow the family, who have disembarked from the ferry to the promenade, where the father buys his son a red balloon. Suddenly, Eyal emerges from behind and plunges the needle into Abu-Ibrahim, who collapses and dies within a few seconds. His wife cries for help in vain. The boy looks helplessly at the traumatic sight of his dead father and lets go of the balloon, which drifts away in the wind. A getaway car awaits Eyal nearby, whisking him swiftly from the assassination scene. The camera returns to the Palestinian child, shown in close-up, tears moistening his large eyes.
This opening sequence is a mise-en-abîme of the entire film: it presents the dilemma, the enigma, that the entire film attempts to work out. This enigma, I suggest, is the enigma of the origin. The sequence is constructed as a fantasy: the cinematic cliché of the balloon drifting in the wind, the bold colors dominating the cinematic frame, all invest the scene with an unrealistic ambiance. This scene, which involves a narrative of voyeurism, investigation, and violence, is a symbolic version of the primal scene fantasy: the subject imagines himself within the traumatic Oedipal scene, fulfilling the child's fantasy of eliminating the father. These essential elements of the primal scene fantasy will be repeated throughout the film in different versions and will construct its course and meanings.
On returning to Israel, Eyal finds that his wife, Iris, has committed suicide. He refuses to seek therapy to help him work through the trauma, and remains emotionally detached from the loss. Meanwhile, he is sent on another mission: to befriend the two grandchildren of a notorious Nazi criminal, in the hope that through them information about their grandfather will be revealed. Eyal perceives this mission as an insult to his position in the organization, but his commander in the Mossad, Menachem, insists on sending him, not only because he is fluent in German but also because of his family's past: Eyal's parents were Holocaust survivors from Germany. The German granddaughter, Pia, is a volunteer on a kibbutz in the north. The grandson, Axel, who is gay, is traveling to Israel in order to convince his sister to visit their parents. Axel does not know that Pia had been avoiding contact with her family because they still maintain a relationship with the Nazi grandfather, who has returned to Berlin after having escaped to South America in the aftermath of World War II. Masquerading as a tourist guide, Eyal joins Axel, and on a long journey from Tel Aviv to Berlin, Israel to Germany, the Israeli male subject returns to the past, revealing and reconstructing the traumatic scenes that have marked his identity.
Eyal not only refuses to confront the catastrophic event of his wife's death, but he also denies his parents' traumatic history. When Menachem assigns him to this new mission to follow the grandchildren of the Nazi criminal Alfred Himmelman, Eyal doubts the relevancy of the operation. Furthermore, he criticizes his commander for his inability to forget the traumatic past. Unlike Eyal, Menachem, a Holocaust survivor who had survived World War II together with Eyal's mother, experiences the past as if it is occurring in the present. The restoration of his past takes the form of a vendetta against those who had murdered his loved ones. In the absence of Eyal's biological parents (now dead) Menachem serves as a substitute father figure. Menachem also represents the paternal Zionist authority and its desire for revenge against the Nazi murderers as a way of finally being able to let go of the horror that had afflicted the Jewish people, and thus begin a new chapter in its history.
The Zionist attitude toward the memory of the Holocaust has been ambivalent: on the one hand, from the 1940s the Israeli collective memory was quick to internalize and appropriate the Holocaust, granting it a central status in the process of establishing the State of Israel and in the formation of the myth of the creation of the New Jew; on the other hand, the individual stories of the survivors were not addressed or permitted to permeate the collective consciousness and as a result they faded away almost entirely. 8 The heavy burden of the survivors' past was silenced because it did not suit the image of the new tough and brave Jewish masculinity that Zionism wished to create. The Zionist desire for a heterosexual Jewish manhood is an integral part of the Zionist effort to forget the traumatic "shameful" past of the Jews in the Holocaust. The desire expressed by Menachem to uncompromisingly avenge the crimes perpetrated by the enemies of the Jewish people, is an expression of Zionism's new perception of masculinity. Eyal, the native-born Sabra, is an extension of this Israeli, militant, masculine heterosexual tradition. When Menachem asks Eyal to go on the undercover mission, spying on the Germans, he presents photos of Himmelman, his son, and his two grandchildren, and Eyal asks: "How do I get into this picture?" Eyal is caught in a sequence of images that will reactivate traumas that he had not experienced when they had actually happened but which have nevertheless defined his male identity.
These traumas are reactivated as soon as Eyal meets Pia and Axel. While the German siblings dance the "Hora" in the dining hall of the kibbutz where Pia lives, Eyal breaks into Pia's room and plants a listening device on her bedpost. He monitors their conversations from his own apartment through a computer on whose screen a wavy electronic graph of their voices is seen. At the beginning Eyal disregards the words, conceding no importance to the content of the things he hears: Axel attempting to persuade Pia to return to Germany, "and so, Hansel and Gretel fought for some fifteen minutes, he begged, sounding very dramatic," Eyal reports disparagingly to Menachem. The German language conversation nonetheless takes Eyal back to an earlier experience that had not been represented or comprehended while it was occurring, back to a traumatic childhood memory that was related to his parents. His parents had never spoken of the Holocaust trauma, and Eyal had grown up with lack of knowledge of their past. In another scene, he tells Axel: "I grew up without any German products in the house, without going to Germany, without speaking of it." And he adds: "When they were alone, believing that I was not listening, they spoke German." Listening in on Axel and Pia speaking in German constitutes a kind of symbolic reenactment of the primal scene in which the child eavesdrops on his parents' intimate secret. In this retroactive reconstruction of the traumatic scene of origin, Eyal witnesses the process of his own creation, his muted history, the unspoken Holocaust past that has constituted his subjectivity. Moreover, like Freud's "Wolf Man" who disguised the primal scene in a children's fairy tale about wolves in order to facilitate a discussion of the event that had not been registered in his consciousness, so too does Eyal displace the trauma of his Holocaust-survivor parents to the legend of "Hansel and Gretel," the German children who survived a trauma of physical abuse, in order to represent the unrepresentable.
The phantasmatic retrieval of the past establishes and gives form to the second generation's desire to break the silence concerning the Holocaust, while revealing the coded secret that originated in the parents' trauma and has become an essential element in the protagonist's unconsciousness-all without directly discussing the trauma itself.
Phantasmatic Identifications
Eyal's fantasy, however, goes beyond merely being present in the traumatic scene of origin, the forbidden past that he had never witnessed. He actually inserts himself into this traumatic past in an attempt to contain and correct it. In his fantasy, Axel, the German homosexual, echoes Eyal's "feminine," Diasporic, German-Jewish origin. From their first encounter, the difference between Eyal's tough, heterosexual, native-Israeli masculinity and Axel's "effeminate" one is apparent: during their joint trip across Israel, Eyal prefers to listen to "masculine" music by the "Boss," Bruce Springsteen, whereas Axel prefers the "feminine" music of Gigliora Cinquetti.
Axel is silent about his homosexuality throughout these scenes. Gradually, a close, intimate, even homoerotic, relationship develops between the two. 9 Sitting around a bonfire at the Dead Sea, Eyal tells Axel: "I have always wondered how it was to grow up in Germany, and then to realize what had happened during World War II." Both the German "effeminacy" and the historical recollection of the Holocaust are associated with the Jewish past that Eyal's culture has refused to acknowledge. Just like Axel, the German who does not speak of his sexual past, so too had Eyal's father, the German Jew, never discussed the world he had left behind in Europe. The fact that Axel hides his sexual preference from Eyal is somewhat odd, as Pia comments later when recalling Axel's habit of shamelessly flaunting his gayness when he was a boy. However, this contributes to the ability of the siblings to trigger Eyal's primal fantasy: the silence about his parents' history in Europe parallels Axel's silence regarding his sexual history.
Axel's sexual identity is eventually revealed to Eyal during a night out at a Tel Aviv gay nightclub. Eyal notices the German dancing with a waiter he had met at the restaurant, and he leaves the place in anger. The following morning, when he picks up the siblings from their hotel on the way to Jerusalem, Eyal discovers that the waiter with whom Axel had spent the night is still with them. He is an Arab from Jerusalem called Rafiq, and he takes Axel to a clothing shop there, where his cousin works. Eyal angrily demands back the money that Axel pays the cousin for an apparently overpriced jacket. For Eyal, Axel is simultaneously the German homosexual sleeping with the enemy and the object of his rescue mission to save the "effeminate" innocent man from the scheming Arab. The rescue mission, however, is a failure: Axel had not wanted to be saved, and we later learn that he has returned the money to the cousin.
Eyal complains to Pia that she and her brother have kept their familial and sexual history a secret: "He didn't tell me anything, and neither did you." The silence of Eyal's parents concerning their past reverberates in the silence of the Germans, who occupy in fantasy the positions of the father and the mother. "Why don't you go home for your father's birthday," he asks Pia. "Did he tell you about that?" she wonders, and Eyal replies, "Is it a secret?" "I just don't want to go, I don't want to go back there," she says. Pia is the German woman hiding her Nazi past while also, like Eyal's parents, refusing to return to Germany.
When Pia and Axel condemn Eyal for his behavior toward the Palestinian salesman, he retorts sarcastically: "How could I forget that you Germans were so humane. Suffering has always touched you." Pia and Axel are simultaneously and paradoxically both the victims and the victimizers, in the image of the German-Jewish parents as well as that of the German-Nazis. Axel and Pia's paradoxical construction enables Eyal to identify with all possible positions in his fantasy: being both the Israeli savior and the Jewish victim, hence both the native-Israeli child and his Diasporic parents.
Indeed, only in the film fantasy can the Israeli male have his cake and eat it too. The film, thus, stages for the Israeli male subject an imaginary scene in which he can appropriate and inhabit all positions. This effects a reconfiguration of the subject itself: Eyal appears and participates in a desubjectivized form in the phantasmatic scene. In other words, Eyal sees himself reflected in all of these positions, he is a traumatized male subject who narcissistically and repetitively appropriates and identifies with all the positions in the phantasmatic scenario. This enables him to dissimulate the trauma, recovering it in an imagined way in his fantasy.
Traumatic Repetitions
In her seminal work on trauma, the literary scholar Cathy Caruth, defines trauma as an "unclaimed experience." Trauma, she writes, is "a response, sometimes delayed, to an overwhelming event or events, which takes the form of repeated, intrusive hallucinations, dreams, thoughts or behaviors stemming from the event." 10 One of the main characteristics of trauma is belatedness: the trauma victim cannot grasp or represent the traumatic event at the time of its occurrence, and so the traumatic experience continues to haunt the victim and is repeatedly reenacted in his or her dreams or everyday life. The traumatic event is not repressed, but returns in a deferred action to consciousness. In other words, trauma is established through a relationship between two events-a first event that is not initially necessarily traumatic because when it occurs it is still too soon to comprehend its full significance; and a second event that may not be inherently traumatic in itself but does trigger a memory of the earlier event, which is only then embedded with traumatic significance.
Walk on Water is characterized by a repetitive form-that is the symptom of the traumatic structure of the cinematic text itself. Events that occur in the first part of the film and are not registered in the protagonist's consciousness Himmelman in order to bring him to trial in Israel, to his astonishment Menachem tells him that he had never reported this mission to the Mossad. He hands Eyal a lethal hypodermic requesting that the young man assassinate the Nazi. The fact that Menachem has emerged miraculously in Berlin and that Eyal's mission had never been officially registered in "reality," reiterates the notion that the film is actually the fantasy of the protagonist. Eyal returns to the villa. But, standing in front of the sleeping Himmelman's bed and holding the syringe, he finds that he is unable to complete the act. Axel, who on that same evening has discovered Eyal's true identity as a Mossad agent, suddenly appears, and immediately following Eyal's departure from the room, switches off his grandfather's oxygen supply. The Nazi grandfather suffocates and dies. 11 Eyal has thus prepared the way for Axel, who has triggered the memory of Eyal's parents, to redeem himself: he is no longer the German effeminate victim and is now able to fight his own battle. Finally, after the "parents'" trauma has been healed-in other words, after the "feminine" threat that Axel represents has been lifted-Eyal can place himself in the position of the victimized child. Indeed, at the close of the dramatic scene, the two are seen sitting on the edge of the bed, Eyal-the cold, macho, Israeli man who was unable to cry (at age fifteen physicians had discovered that his tear ducts were dry)-tells Axel about Iris's suicide and the note she had left behind, while he weeps for the first time: "I cannot kill anymore. I don't want to kill anymore." He can now finally place himself in the role of the child.
Walk on Water is a perfect Oedipal fantasy that reenacts and repairs the father's trauma in the eyes of the son in order to reestablish Eyal's normative heterosexual masculinity. Now he can carry on a normal life in the community and raise a family, as he will indeed do with Pia at the end of the film. Like the official Israeli discourse, the film appropriates the Holocaust traumatic memory for the purpose of constructing Eyal's new masculinity. The reinvention of straight manhood as sensitive, open, and liberal is apparently achieved but at cost of the repudiation of the male "femininity."
The Trauma of the Other
The phantasmatic recasting of the Holocaust trauma reactivates in the film one other trauma-that of the Israel-Palestinian conflict, which is also connected to the role of the child that Eyal has entered. Ostensibly, the film criticizes the Israeli militant aggressive masculinity and presumably maintains that only the act of confronting the repressed Holocaust trauma can lead to an Israeli acknowledgment of the losses to both sides incurred by bloody IsraelPalestinian conflict. While Eyal is listening to the German siblings, the image of his dead wife reemerges together with an image of the traumatized Palestinian boy that Eyal had left behind on the Turkish promenade, looking at him and weeping. This image of the child, however, does not only represent, if at all, a traumatic event that had occurred in reality and that Eyal now recalls.
Eyal, in fact, could not have seen the crying Palestinian boy, since by the time that image had appeared on the screen, Eyal was inside the getaway car and far from the assassination scene. 12 This event, therefore, is not referential-it does not refer directly to the reality. Rather, it alludes to the protagonist's psychical reality, to his fantasy. Eyal phantasmatically identifies with the weeping boy who approaches him in his fantasy, requesting to be seen and heard, asking that Eyal listen to his trauma. The boy beseeches him to be a witness to his traumatic wound, to take ethical responsibility for his trauma. The boy's appeal is the product of Eyal's fantasy, and thus his own male Israeli subjectivity becomes connected with and founded on the loss of the Other.
Nevertheless, the film does not acknowledge the structural implication of the Other's trauma on the construction of Israeli manhood. The end of the film, as a repetition of the essential elements of the fantasy of origin revealed in the opening scene (the assassination of the father by way of injection and seizing his place in relation to the mother and the identification with the child), allows the correction of the Holocaust trauma and Eyal's rebirth. The film displaces and appropriates the Palestinian child's trauma in favor of the protagonist's Oedipal trauma in order to ensure its imagined recovery. This imagined recovery of the loss is achieved through the Israeli subject being able to inhabit all possible positions in his fantasy: he is both the child victim, through the phantasmatic identification with the Palestinian boy, and the father who was removed from the scene. The trauma of the Palestinian boy is thus appropriated and subjugated to the trauma that had established Eyal's subjectivity. In other words, the Palestinian loss is detached from a specific space and time and projected onto the traumatic scene of origin of the Israeli subject. Thus, the film, like the dominant Israeli discourse, uses the Israeli traumatic memory of the Holocaust in order to expropriate the Israeli-Palestinian conflict from its regional, historical, and political context.
Walk on Water fails to listen to the trauma of the Other. The film does not take ethical responsibility for the Other's traumatic wound. Instead, it channels the trauma of the Other in favor of reconstructing the Israeli male heterosexual subjectivity. In this film, the Israeli subject indulges in a love affair with himself, dissimulating and recovering the lost object by identifying with him and inhabiting his place. This is an autoerotic fantasy of incorporation, and thus it is no wonder that, immediately upon his return from Turkey, Eyal's fellow Mossad agent shows him a newspaper headline that hails the successful elimination operation, telling him: "Here, give yourself a blowjob." 
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